I. IntroductionAnd Related Work
The plagiarism, which defined as the routine of representing the creativity of someone else's thoughts, resolutions, or words without recognizing the original source has been dubbed as illegal quotation, theft, cheating, plagiarism, and likewise [1] .
Plagiarism types had classified into main three types, extrinsic plagiarism, where the plagiarizer copy and paste the original information, in its own work, or changing some words or sentences with their synonyms or antonyms, this subtype called literal plagiarism and its easier to detect than other subtype, which called intelligent plagiarism, detecting the plagiarism in this type is really challenge, where plagiarizer paraphrasing or summarizing the whole information and the main idea of original works to pretend it as its own work [2] .There were a lot of methods and calculations had found for detecting and limiting such kind of plagiarism, for example; Fingerprint-based method, where the query and suspicious documents marked with some fingers, or numbers, then comparing with each other for detecting the similarity and plagiarism. N-gram-based method; n could be character or word for detecting the exact string matching, Longest Common Sequence (LCS) combined with part-of-speech (POS) technique for detecting plagiarism [3] [4] [5] .Other methods had done by tokenizing the text, constructing word n-gram; and utilizing vector similarity asin [4] [5] [6] [7] . These methods used for detecting the plagiarism had done by rebuilding the sentences or phrase.For the same type of plagiarism and the next subtype aka intelligent plagiarism, where the plagiarizer paraphrases the text without citation, or summarizing the main idea of the text and rewrite it with their own words, in this case, fuzzy-based method and semantic-based method, are successful methods for detecting the similarity in query document [3] . In these methods the document reads segments and parses to know the main contents, then retrieved and ranked the resources of plagiarism, to come out with the percentage effect of piracy.These methods use, which known term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-IDF), as we will explicate in the methods section.
In some other case of plagiarism called intrinsic plagiarism where detecting the plagiarism does not depend on outside sources for matching the words or sentences, or even ideas exactly, but the method here for detecting the plagiarism depending on the suspicious document by detecting the changing in style writing of the same source.The writing style can be analysed within the document and examination for incongruities can be performed, the complexity of styling analysis can be parsed according to some parameters as part of speech, syntactic feature, statistics text features.The primary method is detecting the changing in writing mode, there are some methods used character n-gram for distinguishing the main stylized writing of an author, then compare that with the document had created by that generator [6] it goes further in [7] [8] .Intrinsic plagiarism detection, is still has many challenges that because detecting the plagiarism and similarity are done for literal writing than science writing, also it's more complicated in Arabic language where the text sometimes has some Quraan quotations, and the text somewhere needs to put diacritics to give precise meaning [9] .
In cross-lingual plagiarism or translated language plagiarism. Detection methods had developed in recent few years, many researchers had adopted this method for detecting the plagiarism through the documents. All methods had put the translated machine or human translation as the first step after preprocessing stages.In some cross language detecting plagiarism cases, third language as a pivot between the primary pairs of languages, for example, Arabic language text has translated to Spanish language, the researcher had used the English words as a pivot in the transitive method, at that place are a set of researchers had adopted such method for detecting the plagiarism in text documents, as in [10] , [11] .Al-Johani et al [12] used the winnowing algorithm for detecting plagiarism across Arabian-English. Alzahrani et al [13] , has made their experiments with short phrases and sentences for detecting the plagiarism across Arabian-English using the semantic similarity methods. The paper had arranged as: section 2 explained with examples the theory and mathematics calculation of similarity in text documents, uses Euclidean, Jaccard distance, cosine angle calculating and ti-idf technique. Section 3: displayed some useful tools used for detecting the similarity and plagiarism,with experiments and results applied to plagiarism detector software. Section 4: discussion of previous experiments. Section 5: Conclusion and future work.
II.
The Theory Calculation For Detecting The Similarity And Plagiarism 1-Jaccarda Calculations. 2-Vector space similarity calculations [Cosine similarity detection] 3-Tf-idf similarity calculations The variance in methods for detecting the plagiarism and calculating a similarity in text documents is primarily due to the type of documents, as follows below.
The most popular method for evaluating the similarity between documents, is assessing the distance between terms in the documents, this technique also employed in computer programming for detecting the meanings of words, duplicated of documents, for instance in Google searching, and so on [14] .Thereis a lot of such type of measurements, for instance Dice, Euclidean, Jaccard distance. Will review in glance the mathematical computation of Euclidean and Jaccard similarity distance.
Euclidean similarity distance
Where u,v are documents had represented as vectors for calculating the distance between both of them, i to d represented the list of objectives for document u and v.
Immediately use the equation would not be useful or clear, but should modify and documents also ordered for such measurements.
Jaccard similarity distanceIt is defined by following equation
Where 1 and 2 are two documents, in example 1 and 2 Will represented as numbers, for a short explanation. 
=0.286
If detecting plagiarism and similarity is done by the interrogation, a query is restricted by length and key words, therefore the suspicious documents retrieved from the resources, "almost web resources", will be restricted by ranking and by the precise matching of lyric.
Cosine Angel for measuring the similarity in text documents
The best method to find the similarity between query and another query, or query and documents, is to represent the query and the matching document, as vectors. 
III. TF-IDF Technique
The good way for theory calculation in the free text document is the one known as the tf -IDF, i.e. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency. This calculation has a good opportunity to give an importance to each term in a document, as it is clear from the tf -IDF definition [16] .Tf (term frequency) -is a number of repeating the term "word" in a document divided by the total number of words in that document. (5) Tf = number of repeating the term "word" in a document / the total number of words in the document IDF (inverse document frequency) -is a logarithm of the total number of text files in corpus divided by the number of documents having the condition If we possess a corpus of (n) documents and just (i) documents have the term, then: Idf= log( / ) (6) The grade or weight of tf-idf=tf. IDF (7) The calculation example, using tf-idf technique is clear in table(1), previous section.
IV. Tools Used For Detecting The Plagiarism
There are tremendous numbers of software had created for detecting the plagiarism in almost all disciplines of knowledge we listed down some of them, then show some experiments had done with plagiarism detection software. Software useful for detecting the plagiarism in natural language with almost more than 2languages, where most of the support more than 30 languagesand trusted from many universities and institutes around the world, all of them are not free for the whole applications. And have a good opportunity for checking antiplagiarism, for instance database, internet checking, etc. as the following tools: 1. Turnitin/Turnitout 2. QARNET 3. iThenticaten 4. Plagiarism detector.
Plagiarism Detection Between Theory And Practical Calculations

Plagiarism detector tool
It is a desktop installation used for the textual plagiarism detection with good options for finding a similarity and plagiarism in textual documents.It enables users to correspond on the Internet a single document or a set of documents in folder against a database and obtain good detailed reports displaying the percentage of plagiarism, as we will discover in our experimental section.The plagiarism detector and its database are not wholly without paying.After paying, we can produce an advanced report and store the relevant text file in the database, for checking the plagiarism in query document. The threshold of plagiarism is 10%. The software deals with virtually all types of documents, and we utilized it for detecting the plagiarism in Arabic and English languages. The plagiarism detector software uses a tf -IDF technique to calculate a similarity in textual documents. We have performed the experiments using a plagiarism detector software. We have worked with two types of corpus as in [17] . First corpus was developed to test detection of the plagiarism with intrinsic approach, and the second for testing the plagiarism detection with the extrinsic plagiarism approach in Arabic speech, while the other corpus is for detecting the plagiarism in extrinsic plagiarism approach, with English language. Our experiment processed sixty documents of different volume and topics. For instance, a corpus comprising medical documents, literary subjects, portraying famous people from different domains, describing animal's life, etc. The results of our experiments are listed in the accompanying tables. Note: we have listed just 5 documents for every corpus as an exemplar. Fig. (3a,b,& c) statistical of plagiarism detector system for Arabic documents with big size.
4.1.1Extrinsic copies of Arabic text files 4.1.1.1 Big documents (Baseline)
(c) Fig.(4 a,b,& c) statistical of plagiarism detector system for Arabic documents with small size. (a) (b) Fig. (5 a,b) 1  297  99  0  1  2  300  100  0  0  3  263  99  0  1  4  288  100  0  0  5  304  100  0  0 (a) (b) Fig.(6 a,b) plagiarism detector statistic for short documents in English language 
Extrinsic corpus for English documents 4.1.2.1 Long documents (Baseline)
Intrinsic copiesof Arabic documents
tf-idf calculation and plagiarism dectector tool, results comparing
The accompanying table compares the theoretical and practical calculation of plagiarism detector tool using tf-IDF. In our experiments, we tested three documents of different lengths against single document by using the plagiarism detector tool, then estimated the share of plagiarism using (tf-IDF) technique, as we will see in following table 8. Tf(w) = number of similar words (wi) / number of whole words in a document (wn) x 100% 
V. Discussion
Previous equations and calculation showed that it is useful and helpful to make such mathematical calculations to be as small introduction to applied with some practical tools for detecting the plagiarism. In cosine angle for calculating the similarity the results said that 2 is more similar to the query vector than 1 , because the angle Ө between 1 and was smaller than between 2 and . It was just 52.25֯ between 1 and while it was 58֯ between 2 and . Commonly, most of previous methods used the words bag for calculating the similarity, and that affected the accuracy of similarity calculations.
On the practical applications, our boards and shapes show a difficult endeavour of software in detecting the similarity.For instance, collecting the resources from the Internet with the "internet check" option in order to call back a vast figure of the most matching resources for computation of the share of plagiarism in documents by using a tf -IDF technique, as observed earlier.
The plagiarism detector tool is a very good fast and helpful, but it is more useful in the case of extrinsic plagiarism detection, while it needs to be more precise in the intrinsic plagiarism detection. In long documents the plagiarism detector tools had retrieved less information resources than in case of short text files, where retrieved resources are reach hundred resources, which effected the precision and recall of the arrangement as we mention above. Note: this software has wined in PAN competition2015 [18] , where it considers as the best tool had used in that contest. From comparing table 8 we found that the theory calculations of tf-IDF and plagiarism detector tool processing get almost the same.And it is normal because the system employs the same technique for observing the similarity and plagiarism in suspicious texts. In precision and recall calculations for extrinsic and intrinsic, with Arabic and English languages, the result showed that, the system has a little bit high Recall, and almost similar, in all types of corpus. While precision graduated between low to medium percentage. These results are not so accurate so, we can go further with more experiments
VI. Conclusion And Future Work
For observing the similarity and plagiarism in text documents or whatever subject of cognition, it is very useful to recognize the relationship between mathematics calculations and practical measurements and tools used for detecting the problem, that retards the whole between theory and practical works, also names the programmer, or IT researchers, and mathematician corporate and sharing their knowledge for treating and solving such problems.In improver, it will be easier to break off on exactly the pros and cons of whatever methods or principles had created to extend further and further in short time. Our future work adopted new method for detecting the plagiarism cross Arabic and English languages using Braille Language as a pivot.
